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now that we have the two files, and the attributes, we need to first create the java.util.zip.zipoutputstream instance. we'll do this in a try-catch-finally
structure as shown below. the first try-catch-finally statement handles the exception of the inputstream object on line 4. we use the try-catch-finally
structure to make sure we can handle any exceptions thrown from the zipoutputstream object. the second try-catch-finally statement handles the
zipoutputstream object on line 12. again, we use the try-catch-finally structure to make sure we can handle any exceptions thrown from the
zipoutputstream object. use the upload artwork box at left to upload your original mural or digital print artwork.your email address is required in
addition to the special permission password. please review the digital art requirements before uploading artwork files. for best results, zip or
compress/stuff your files before uploading.the following file types are allowed:.psd,.eps,. jpg,.ai,.pdf,.tif,.indd,.qxd,.zip,.sit clarion 6 enterprise
edition.zip this is a good place to start. we're going to use the response output stream to write the data from the zipoutputstream. first, get a
reference to the response object. next, we'll call the savecontent() method to write the zip-entries to the output stream. remember to include the
"curdoc" variable or coldfusion will not know what we are talking about. we're going to save the coldfusion object to a variable.
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